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How to trap a Grass Goblin 
 

Listen to the instructions here: https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/trap/s-uCuH6Fyc7F8 

 
Are YOU fed up with finding stinky slime covering your 

lawn?  

Are YOU tired of your favourite gnomes being stolen?   

Are YOU frustrated by all of your finest roses being 

picked? If so, it sounds like you have a Grass Goblin 

problem, but do not worry! 

 

Follow these helpful, and easy to understand, 

instructions carefully and you will rid yourself of these 

pesky goblins once and for all.    

 

Word of warning: Prior to reading these instructions, ensure that you 

are sitting in a safe place, away from any Carpet Goblins; some may be 

camouflaged, so check carefully. 

 

What you will need: 

• an extra-large bunch of red or yellow roses (often sold at your local 

supermarket). 

• 1 reinforced cage measuring approximately 8m x 8m x 8m – steel is 

an excellent material to use due to its strength. 

• rubber gloves (these can be purchased at your local garden centre; 

these are for you, so check they are the right size). 

• lots of leaves, twigs and foliage (if in winter a chopping up a large 

Christmas tree will suffice). 

• magic padlock or rope. 

 

What to do: 

First, put the cage in the centre of your garden and cover it with the 

leaves, twigs and foliage. Completely covering the cage is vital, as an 

intelligent Grass Goblin will soon spot a trap.  
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Secondly, place several of the roses into the cage and make a trail 

with the rest leading all the way into the cage.  

 

Then, hide behind an object large enough to conceal yourself fully. 

 

Following this, wait. Be patient. Wait until your Grass Goblin smells 

the sweet scent of the roses and eventually gives into the temptation 

and enters the cage. 

 

Penultimately, once your goblin is inside, close the cage door but make 

sure you wear your gloves, just in case the goblin decides to bite you! 

Secure the cage by locking it with your magic padlock or some strong 

rope.  

 

Finally, call the Minister of Goblin Disruption, who will come and 

remove your goblin, and return it to its rightful land. 

 

Top Tip 

Professor Smug-A-Lot, from the University of Goblinton, found that 

if a goblin becomes in distressed, singing them a lullaby often helps to 

calm them. Alternatively, you may want to refer to the, How to care 

for your Grass Goblin instruction manual.  

 

Conclusion 

Finally, if you have followed these instructions carefully, you will be 

able to enjoy a Grass Goblin free day. Well done! 

 

If Grass Goblins are not the problem, please refer to one of our other 

helpful instruction guides: 

 

• How to trap a Star Goblin 

• How to trap a Cloud Goblin 

• How to trap a Tree Goblin 

• How to trap a Cupboard Goblin 

• How to trap a Rainbow Goblin 


